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Supplemental Material S1. Survey responses from the first “Statement
Generation” survey.
Child

Question/Responses
Prompt question 1: If therapy is helpful, what will be different at home?

C1

it will make me happy and the Michael Palin centre is helping my stammer stopping.
it has helped everyone at home to talk

C2

Special times have helped me at home because it helps me with everything ! Everyone
at home waits and listens when I talk - this makes me feel amazing

C3

I'd be more smooth because I would be reading to my mum to make my stammer more
fluently :D

C4

If the therapy is helpful, then I will be able to communicate easily with my family and
friends at home.other people will give more attention to my talking and give more
interest in it, so, I can give my ideas better than before.

C5

Happy to talk to people I do not know. More relaxed . Braver.

C6

Talking to children and people

C7

Talk slow make sure my parents remind me

C8

I will talk more and will listen

C9

I will speak more with my family more rather than keeping quite

C10

I will stammer less. I will speak more fluently.

C11

I learn different tactics that really help me. There is more questions at home. I have to
think more about my speech. Talking to me family makes me more confident. When I
am playing I forget about my stammer.

C12

Don’t know.

C13

Therapy will help me learn to control my stammer. If I can control my stammer I will
feel like I can talk like everyone else and that will make me feel comfortable speaking
to people.

C14

Therapy is helpful for me. It improved my confidence. It improved my communication
skills.

C15

Feel less frustrated

C16

I wouldn't be stammering as much. It'll be easier to tell people my opinion/news. Other
people wouldn't need to be as patient with me when I talk. I'd maybe be less stressed
and frustrated when/if I stammer.

C17

It would help me talk more fluently. I don't care what other people think. I will feel
happy because I can speak more fluently. It could make me talk a lot.

C18

Will have more conversation.
Prompt question 2: If therapy is helpful, what will be different at school?

C1

[school name] lets me stammer , [therapist’s name] has taught my mom and dad how
to listen. [therapist’s name] has taught my teachers how to listen to me. That makes me
feel happy.
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C2

I’ll do very deep breaths and it will make me take my time when I’m talking. And
then everyone around me will know what I’m saying. That will make me feel stronger

C3

I would be able to not be stressed to say yes miss or having to say something in front
of my class and me knowing its gonna happen because I feel kinda worried to say
something in front a big group cuz I normally stammer

C4

It will be the same as the improvement at home, but just with different people to talk or
communicate to.

C5

I will talk more in class.

C6

Its beter because it will help me on communicating woth teachers and children

C7

I will practice what my speech therapy told me to do and also remember what my
speech therapy told me to do

C8

Beaause they don’t know what is wrong with my speech

C9

Speak more in class .won’t shy away thinking people will make fun of me. Put my
hand up more .

C10

Speaking more often to teachers or friends. Speaking aloud in class.

C11

It is noisey and I cannot concentrate on my speaking. Lots of questions and I might
have to do a reading in our school mass. Sometimes things are rushed.

C12

I’ll talk more

C13

If therapy is helpful people might understand not to but in when I am speaking. If it
does help me with my stammer I will like to be able to read something out in front of
my class with out getting stuck on words. It might also help me learn to speak to
people and make friends.

C14

I feel better than before.In the classroom i put my hand up for an answer to the
question.i am trying to do in the school like other students does.

C15

Put my hand up more to answer questions

C16

I’d be more confident talking or reading in front of the class/year/school. It’ll be easier
to ask a question in class or do an oral presentation. Classmates wouldn’t get as
impatient with me when I stammer, if I stammered less/didn’t stammer.

C17

People might like me already – they would like me more. Teachers would be nice and
helpful to me more. I could put my hand up more often.

C18

Be able to talk more answer. more questions and be able to talk aload more in a group.
Prompt question 3: If therapy is helpful, what will be different with your friends?

C1

and they listen to me, that will make me happy. And I will play guessing games, that
will make me happy because I can play with people.

C2

No one knows.

C3

I wouldn’t get stuck and move around and look stupid in front of my mates

C4

(already mentioned in school)

C5

My friends will listen to me more

C6

Talking to them more fluently
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C7

I will TRY to talk slow and my friends wouldn’t really mind

C8

Nothing

C9

Enjoy talking to my friends without stammering wont keep quite won’t think my
friends are getting fed up it me

C10

Speaking with groups of friends

C11

I will feel more confident talking to my friends and I am relaxed also they know to
give me time to speak.

C12

Nothing

C13

My friend Emily might learn to not finish my sentence for me so I can say what I want.

C14

My friend is same as before.There is no different.I feel better with my friend when we
are talking,playing.

C15

Speak more properly

C16

It’ll be easier to join in conversations. Friends might be more willing to talk to me or
include me in chats and discussions. I might feel more included in chats so I would feel
like a full part of the group. What I say might be worth more to people.

C17

It doesn’t really matter, because they’d like me the way I am.

C18

Speaking more and having better conversation
Prompt question 4: If therapy is helpful, what will be easier?

C1

it will make my life much easier if my talking gets better. I will do more talking
normally.

C2

Everything will be easier for me. And I will feel excellent. I will do more of taking
my time to talk and then maybe it will go away.

C3

I would be so happy because I could probably speak fluently and I would love to talk
about stuff and what’s happened between/with my mates. Also I want to be able to not
be stressed about talking infront of a huge group or say yes miss for the register

C4

Talking to other people will be easier, and I will have less tension to deal with.

C5

I would be able to talk for a long time and get a good job one day.

C6

Easyer

C7

Breathe in and say the word or sentence. Don’t feel nervous all the time. Talk slow
and be calm

C8

I will talk more and read more

C9

Talk a whole sentence. Feel confident. Happy. Talk.

C10

Less stammering. More fluency.

C11

Nothing. Faye has got our time together perfect.

C12

Talking

C13

It will be less difficult to speak to people. I could maybe read something out to the
class. People will not make my feel different to them. I could feel confident speaking
to my family on the telephone.
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C14

Play games ,doing homework,is less difficult.I enjoy in special time,i want to continue
special time with my dad and mum.

C15

It will be easier to talk. I’ll be more confident

C16

Talking to people in general would be easier. It’ll improve all areas in my life i.e
school, home, friends, church and out side of school activities like orchestra or
swimming. I’ll help me be more independent so I can talk to people in public like
shops, buses and trains.

C17

I would talk more and stammer less, and I’d feel really good about it.

C18

Talking having more converations. Being more confident.
Prompt question 5: If therapy is helpful, how will you feel?

C1

it makes me feel happy. And it will make me talk to more people.

C2

I will be amazed! I think very very excited

C3

Happy and calm.

C4

I will feel more relaxed as i will have less tension to deal with and more eased

C5

Happy and wanting to talk to people

C6

Happy

C7

Happy and kind of sad

C8

I will feel more confident

C9

Relieved. Less stressed. Confident. Happy. Talk properly

C10

I would feel relaxed. I would feel happy.

C11

Happy, confident, relaxed, proud and determined.

C12

Better

C13

It will make me feel like everyone else and that I can speak to people without them
trying to end my sentence. It will make my feel happy and comfortable.

C14

I feel very good and more confident.

C15

More confident to speak

C16

Happier, calmer, less frustrated, less stressed, more confident and less anxious because
I’ll be able to talk more fluently. I wouldn’t be worrying about it so much, if at all!

C17

I would feel really good about it, because I’m not going to stammer often, and I would
answer questions without stammering. Talking fluently makes me nice and calm, but it
doesn’t really worry me.

C18

Confident and not ashamed that I will stutter.

